
Huper Optik Auto Display Mounting Instructions

Mounting Hardware

Short 
Screw x4

Barrel x4
(S050-050A)

Stud x4

Small Cap x4
(CAP050A)

Anchor x4

Brass Insert x4

Rubber 
Washer x4

Long Screw x4

Transferring Vinyl Numbers 
Step 1. Peel o� transfer paper from blue backing .  
**The numbers should stay on the blue backing

Step 2. Standing in front of your newly hung display, take the transfer paper and position the numbers in the bottom 
right hand corner in the correct window. 
**see the back of this sheet for correct number placement

Step 3.Press numbers onto acrylic �lm panel.

Step 4. Pull transfer paper away from acrylic panel. Your numbers should have now transferred to the acrylic panel.

Large Cap x4

Transferrable Vinyl Numbers



Huper Optik Auto Display Mounting Instructions

Complete Assembled Board

#1.

#2.

Display 
Board

Your
Store
Wall

Acrylic
PanelAcrylic frosted

side

Protective layer
faces out. Peel 
when complete.

 Use a 13/64 drill bit to 
make hole in wall for 
the red drywall anchor

#1. Install small screw and barrel onto display board. 
Small screw goes through back of display board into 
barrel. 

#2. Install display board on wall. 
Drill hole with 13/64 drill bit. insert anchor, make 
sure its almost �ush with drywall. squeeze red 
anchor into drywall. Insert long screw througn 
rubber washer and brass insert and screw into 
anchor. Now screw large cap onto brass insert.

#3. A�x �lm to panel**Make sure you are working on a clean surface with zero dust** Lay acrylic 
panel down frosted side up. Lay all �lms down �at on panel darkest at the bottom to lightest at the 
top. Use clear tape on the corners of the �lm to a�x to acrilic panel. 

#5. Install �lm panel on board and tighten small cap to hold it in place. 

#4. Install vinyl numbers 
Flip acrylic panel and remove the white protective layer.  Get your vinyl numbers and remove the 
backing. The numbers should stay on the o�-white transfer paper. Position the numbers in the 
bottom right corner of the window as shown above. Press transfer paper with numbers attached to 
the bottom right corner of �lm window for  15secs. Slowly lift the transfer paper, numbers should 
now be on acrylic panel.
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